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Joyful News - May 26, 2016
Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes over
the phone to identify and
overcome the hidden causes of
their challenges.

In Light of Memorial Day
Over the years, I have done many clearings on a variety of wars including those of
Alexander the Great and Hannibal. During Desert Storm, I cleared it regularly clearing.
There are so many things we include. Sounds of war, weapons, strategy, tactics, orders,
marching, environment and the elements, rape and pillage, booty, spoils of war,
uniforms, boots, killing and battling the enemy, causes, invasion, wounds, being
invaded, killing, bloodshed, the land, etc. The work is quite extensive.
When the opportunity to clear a history with a war or battle comes up during a client
session, we are not only clearing the cause and effect of the war, but how those
memories are still impacting that person in this lifetime.
Recently I did a session with a client working on her feet and the memories that surfaced
were marching with shabby boots in less than desirable circumstances. Those memories
from another lifetime were still inhibiting her to a degree. It doesn’t matter how long
ago a circumstance existed. If the emotional attachment to that experience is
unreleased, it can still wreak havoc.

Her work includes clearing
negative memories, energy,
emotions, property and karma.
Her gifts bridge the gap between
heaven and earth and all time and
space.

Many have died or have been wounded during wars this lifetime and others and continue
to have emotional and physical battle scars that contribute to their relating to the world
through a filter of war.

The twin flame of Archangel
Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson
for heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
"Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael
to Change Your Life". She was
also a contributing author to Big
Bold Business. Her chapter
addresses how your subconscious
is either supporting or sabotaging
your success. And, her latest book
covers her work for heaven on
earth clearing the cause of the
karma affecting humanity, "Clear
Your Past and Change Your
Future".

Do you think someone might begin to notice that war isn’t the solution? Only peace is.
Creating peace within first and foremost, and then allowing that to permeate out
influencing your interactions with others. The next question usually is regarding how do
you get everyone to take that approach. It doesn’t matter. You can’t control others. But,
you can control the choices you make moment by moment in choosing peace. You can
be the example to others. If someone doesn’t take the stand, where do you start?

Her pro bono work focuses on
global peace and prosperity by
clearing and healing the cause of
the karma affecting all humanity.

Working on a company, I discovered it was built on Civil War battleground. Those
energies were embedded into the land causing the employees to not see eye-to-eye.

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy
Email or call 800-801-7597

The majority of our history on earth included a war somewhere in the world.

Unless people give up the idea that force is the solution, we will continue to need to
suffer from and clear the cause of war. Over the years clearing war, I have discovered
some of the following:
The Vatican treasure had a curse from a king who was invaded and had his belongings
stolen from him and his kingdom.
Desert Storm had connections to Alexander the Great and his battles that still needed
releasing.

Clearing the cause darkness helped avert World War III.
The wars amongst the gods and goddesses were necessary to be cleared as they had an
affect on Earth.
Battles that started in Heaven have continued here on Earth.
God said he’s never started a war, but has ended a few.
Rations distributed during wartime have sometimes needed to be cleared when clearing
a client on weight loss issues.
Clearing relationship issues have included the waiting for the loved one to return from

war.
Let's get to know each other,
the challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a
fit, we can decide together
what options are best for you.

Physical ailments, such as pain someone experiences now, have often included a
memory of a wound received in another lifetime when in battle.
I could go on but I think the variety of examples demonstrate how war continues to
cause a battle within or somewhere to continue.
Wishing you a wonderful Memorial Day weekend.
Faithfully yours,
Joy

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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